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. -Noting that psychologist'Lawrence Kohlberg's
pedagogical 'approach is predicated on the .classroom discussion, of
moral/dilemmas, this paper suggests tbat its affinity to the teaching
of literature, communication, and composition is a matural one. The
first part of the paper.offers a detailed e)cplioation of Kohlberg's
stages of 'coral development, while the second part provides
suggestions for the application cf Kohlberg's theory by English
teachers. Specific suggestions offered include presenting moral
dil4Rmpas tc the class tc initiate disctssion writing assignments,
oral .reporte',* and analyses of literature: hav.ng students develop and
present-,original Ailemmas as the tasie sfs- class di'scussions and

: writing assignments: and directing students to-ward e*amples of moral
dilemmas posed in literature selections in order to have them
evaluate the cha;cters' responses to those dilemmas and disculls their,
own responses to them: (FL)

* ReprodUctions supplied by-EDRS are the best that can "be made *
.* from the original dotument. *
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KOHLBERG'S THEORY OF MORAL DEVELOPMENT:

A PEDAGOGICAL PARADIGM1

As we venture,into the 1980's; critics of American.education have

on.one hind called for

lewid attention to the

James Mackey notes, "as

the concerned teacher's

a.return to the "basics" And on the other.for re-

teaching of,yalues and "ethics" in claArooms.

the interest in values education accelerates,

search for a workable value framework increases.
2

One such framework has been evolved painstakingly by Harvard's Lawrence.

Kohlberg and his associates in psychology and related disciplines.

Kohlberg's work,.a modern spin-off from that of John Dewey, provides a

.

cognitive developmental paradigi that has promise for those interested A

in analysis of moral development im.composition and communication.

Basic to Wilbert's conceptuA-14atiom is his now relatively well

documented theory that all individuals pass through moral states or

stages of Olought. !He argues that.the moseimportant of education's
1

A
"hidden agendas" ought not to'be such things as conformity or competition,

'but should bd that of developing a higher sense of moral responsibility.

.4 One of education s hishest functions is to serve as a stimulns and guide

for such developVent. Ideally, the 'teacher functions aa facilitator

who intervenes im classrikom discuision opportunely by providing a higher

frame of moral analysis than might otherwise emerge from classroom inter-,

actiOn on a given.topic.

tn order to accomplish such interactton, the teacher (1) must be Able.

'to determine the student's level of moral thought, arid (2), must be able

to articulate the subsequent.stage at least onelevel higher in moral

development should such lévfl not Aormally develop from student interaction.

3
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Since Kohlbtes pedagogical approach was)sedicatea on the 'class-

.

.
. .'

.

ioom discussion of moral/dilemmas, we suggest that its affinity to
. -.I

.---, .

. analysis of literat4, commUnication, and cdmposition is a most tural
,

ft

orie.

Our atterition is centered in two ways. First wesseek t cate,

the rudiments of Kohlberg's stages of moeal development. Seco e will

suggest a few' applications for thepteacher of literature.

Kohlberg's Stage Theory

2

Dr-Kohlberg explains that the theoretical basis of the Stages of

loral reasoning he !proposes is.found in the works.of Kant; Dewey, and

iaget 3 The work of Piaget In the area of cognitive structuring of
11.

children's reasoning through' the use of interviews and observation is

most directly related to Kohlberg's work. Kohlberg says, "In 1955 I

started to redefine and yalidate .(through longitudinal and cross-cultural

4
studft t7ze DeWey-Piaget levels and stages.

" Kohlberg now claims 'to have

5
v4idated the stges and indicates"that the concept of stages implies

three characteristics: . a

.)

1. ,Stages are mstructured wholes," ororganized sygtems of thought.

Indivlduals are coasistent in level or moral judgment'.

2. Stages form an invariant'se ce. ; Under all conditions cxcept

extreme trauma, movement is always4orwardi never. backv4rd. Indivi-

duals never skip stages; movement is, aligays to the next stageolp.

? p

3. Stages are '!hierarchial integrationa'." Thinking at a higher stage

includes or,comprehends within it ldwer-Stage thinking. There.is as

/ tendency t? function-at or prefer the highest Stage available.6
. . AP . /

Kohlberg'S.s.tage theory itself is divided/yitd three levels.,
/

Within /

I

each levelthere are two stagds, which peovides.six stages in'all. We
.

. will consider the definitioniS of the levels first, theil turn to the six
. .

sttilis.
.

l
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Dr. Kohlberg has identified the three levels as preconventional,
, . \

conventional, and postconventional. The person operating at'the pre-

3

nventional level responds to cultural labels f good'and bad, and inter-

prets these labels'An terms of the physical'consequences to oneself or,

in terms of the physical power of those who establish the rules and.

labels of good and bad. Thus, at this level the Person reasons in

. terms Of punishment, reward, or/the exchange of-favors.
4111.'

The second level, conventional, can'be thought of as atconformizt

.level, but Kohlberg indicates that tail is perhaps too smug a term:

The individual at this leyel is concerned with maintaining the expecte-
<

tionsand rules of the family, group, or nation for its own sake. The

concern is'with both conforming,to the social order and maintaining,

supporting, and justifying this order.

In the postonventional level, the individual's moral reasAing

is baseCI upon autonomous principles which have velidity and,appli9tion

.

,

apart fram-the individual's identification with those persons or groups.

At tIls level.the individual reasons accocding to internalized principles

whiChllave validity for all persons across all ages and time periods.

'AdditIonal clarification pf the moral levels pdstulated by'Kohlberg
4.. , , . .

. ,

comes fram a view of the'levels in terms ofthe relationship between .-

..

the self.and,society. Kohlberg explains:

One way of understanding the three levels is to think of them *
1...

as hree different types of relationships between the self and

.
ety's rules and expectations. From thispint of view, a ,

. erson et the preconventional level is one for whom rufhs and %,..

.social expectations are something external to the sel44 A t

'conventional person has achieved a socially normative appre-r- .

ciation of the rules and expectations of others, especially ,
authorities, and identifies the self with the oeCupants of .,

.. .,

social or societal role relationships. The principled'(or
postconventional) '1person has differentiated self from norma-

tive roles and defining values in terms of self-constructed

reflective pcinciples.o



As indicatedearlier, within each of ihe three levels there are

4
two stages. The first two\stages occur at the preconventional level.

Kohlberg explains these stages aa follows:

.
.-

e Stage 1: Orientation toward punishment and unquestiona
,lieference.to superior.power. The physical 'consequences

.. action regardless,of their htman meaning oevalue determin
.its goodness or-badnes:

-2, '', f
.

Stage 2: Right aciion consists of that which in trumentally
, satisfies one's own needs and occadionally the 'needs of others.

'Human relations are viewed in terms like those of the market-
plaoe. Elements of fairnes;r of reciproci4y, and equal sharing
are present, but they are always interpreted in a physic41, .
pragmatic way. Reciprocity is a matter of "you scratch my.
back and I'll ic;atch yours".not of loyalty, gratitude, or
justice.9

The third and fourtix stages occur at the cOnventional level.
6

a

Again, Kohlberg 'explains:

Stage 3: Good-boygood-girl orientation., GoOd behavior is

that which pleases or helps others and is approved by them.
There is viuch conformity to stereotypical images of what is

majority or natural behavior. Behavior is often judged by
intention--"he means well" becomes important for the first
time, and is overused, as.by Charlie Brown in Peanuts. One

seeks approval by being "nice."

,Stage 4; Orientation,toward.authority, fixed rules and the

maintenance Of the sOcial.order. Right behavior,consists of
doing one's duty, stlot:ring respect for authority and main-
taining the given social order for irh owri sake. One earns.

respect by performing dutifully:"

Th idal twO stages-aie found in the postconventional level.

Kohlberg describes these-stages as follows:

,

Stage 5: A.social-contract orientation, generally With legal-

istfc and utilitarian overtones. Right action.sends to be

defined in.terms of,general rights and'ia teras of standards

Which have been critically examined and aireed up9n:by the .

Whold society. There is a clear awarenIss'orthe relativism
of personal values and opinions and a corresponding emphasis

upon procedural rulies for reaching consensus. Aside from

what is constitutionally and democratically agreed-tpon, right

or wrong is a matter of personal-"valuee'and,"opinion." The

result ia aa emphasis upcin the "legal point.of Ifiew," but with

4
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an emphasis upon the possibility of changiRg the law in terms of
rational considerations of Social,utility, rather than freezing it
in the terma of Stage 4 "law ancUorder.'! Outside the legal realm,

°. free agreement-and contract are the binding elements of obligation. _

, This is the official.morality of American government, and finds its
ground in the thought of the writers of. the Constitution.

Stage 6: ,Orientation tdward the .decisions of conscience-and.
toward self-chosen ethical principles appealing to logical Com7-
prehensiveness, universality, and,cOnsistency.. These principles-
are abstract.and ethical (the GOideti Mle,ethe categorical impera-
tive); they are not.c0Ocrete moral rules like the'Ten Commandments.
Instead, they are universal,principled of justice, of the reciprocity
and esu&lity of human rights, and of respect for the dignity of htimans
beings as iadividual Rersons..11

4 .

- Kohlberg studies are based on a series of interviews with. student

and a t subjects regarding their responses to'a series of moral ?dilemmas':

the researcher poses to them. An-important feature of Kohlberg's work con-

!

cerns 'the stress upon the moral reasoning employed by the subject.i There

are no necessarily right or wrong answersLto the dilemmas; rather-the re-

searcher codesthe statements of rehsoning employed. The reader may be

.helpetin understanding the stages by having an opportunity to aee how

:

N

.
a

'subjects' responses ate coded by Kohlberg.. .
- ,

The most frequently 04ed of Kohlberg's dilemmas is the case of

4

Heinz. The storST appears belle: tit

In Europe, .a't4oriian was near death.from cancer. One drug might

Save her, a'form of radium that'a druggist in the same town had

recently discovered. The dkuggist was chaiging $2,000, ten times'

what the drug cost him to make. The sick woman's.husband,
Went.to everyone he knew to borrow themmoney, but he cbuld only

get together about half of what it cost: Re told the-druggist

that his wife-was dyiiig and asked him to-sell it cheaper or.let

him pay'later. But the druggist said, "no." The husband got

desperate,and broke into the:paR's store to ste the drug tor

his wife. Shoold the husband halie done.that? y,t12

The answer to qe question )ahould the husbandthave done that?" is not7
4.

what is.important to.Kohlberg. RaEher, thelanswers to "why" and to
.

additional probing questions the researcher uses will determine at what

7.
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level of moral reasoning the-subject is operating. Example's of pro and

con responses at each.stage utikl help to clarify this point.

"'Stage 1: Punishment and obedience orientation.

Pro: It isn't really bad to take it--he did asLto pay for.

. it fipt. He wouldn't do any other damage Dr 6.17'anything

else and die drug he'd take Es only worth'$200, he's not really -

takfhg a'$2,000 drug.

Con: Heinz doesn't have any permission to take the drug. He .

can't just go and break through a window or break the door/ down.

He'd be'a bad,criminal doing all that damage. That drug is worth

a"lot of money and stealing anything so expensive would really be

a 1g crime.13

Both of thee examples Are silent as to Heinz's intentkons. Nor' da they

consider any obligation to his. kaife. The statements judge the crime in

terms of the consequences of Heinz's action.

Stage 2: Instrumental relativist orientation.

Prd: Heinz isn't really doing any harm to the druggist, and he '

can always pay.him back. If he doesn't want to lose his wife,

he, should take the drug because it's the only thing that will'

work. .

6,-

.Con: The druggist_isn't wrong or bad, he

a profit like'everyone else. That's what

for, to make money. Business,is business.

just wants to malice

you're in businefss
14

6

.

..... At Stage 2 the intentions are very much in evidence. The pro statement ,

,
0 /

v.
.

,

mentions aminteption to pay the druggist back, and the con statement

L
,

shifts to the druggist's position indicating that the druggist is just

like everyone else in wanting to make a profit. .111e hedonism contained

in the pro statement is quite egoistic in suggesting that Heinz should

,commit the crime only:'!If he doesn't want to' lose his wife." Thereis
*

no.concern shown,for the wife. If Heinz does want to lose her, or if,he

$

,...

\

&isn't care that much, it's a tough break for the wife::

Stage Interpersonal Concordance.

Pro: Stealing is bad.but thi'S' is a

isn'te doing wrong in trying to stve

choice but to Eake the dru4. ,He is

..

bad 'situation. 'Heinz
his wife; he.has no

16

only doing samethin

Cf
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that is natural for a good husband to do. You can't blame
him for doing something out of love for his wife. You'd
blame him if be.didn't love his wife enqmgh to save her..

Con: If Heinz's wife dies he can't be blamed in these
circumstances. You can't say he is a heartless husband
just because he won't commit a crime. The druggist is
the selfish and.heartkess one in this situation. Heinz
tried to do everything he teally could.15

Now both answers are Clearly fully involved in the parties' intentions.

The anslers dficuss who can be approved of and who cannot be approved o

-bv measuring their intentions. Both answers find Heinz blameless,.put

the con Statement in addition shifts the blame to the druggist..

Stage 4: Law and orer orientation.'

Pio: The druggist is leading,s wrong kind of life if he
just lets somebody die. You can't let somebody

. that, so it's Heinz's duty,to save her. But Heinz can't
just go around breaking laws and let ft go at that--he
must pay'the druggist back.and. he must take his punish-
ment for stealing.

Con: Ws a natural thing for Heinz to want to same his
wife, but it's still always wrong ta steal.. You have'to
follow the rules regardless of how you feel or regardle's

A of the specific circumstances.16

Here the statements cOnsider intentions.but add to that some perception

of a natural law. Nunetheless, both the pro and the con statements

eventually arrive at the conclusion that the obligation to obey the law

overrides any "natura]" inclinations Heinz paY have.

Stage 5.: _Social contract orientatiqp.

Pro:. Before you say gtealing'is wrong you've got to really
think about this whole situation. Of course the laws are

quitp clear about breaking into a.store. And even worse,
Heinz would know there were no legal-grounds-for his actions:
Yet, I,can see why it would be reasonable for anybody in
thig kind of situation to stelal the drug. , 4

AI!

7

Con: I can sO the good that would.come from-illegally taking

the drug, but'the ends don't justify the means. You cap otten

find a good action behind illegal action. You can't say Heinz

would be completely wrong to steal the drug, but even these

gscumstancps don4t mike it right.17



.

8

The Stage 5 statementS-demonstrate a more complex decision-making process.

i.ok( Here we .find that\for both sides neither good intentions alone nor the law

n,

alone is sufficient to guide action. There is a recognition that while the

law cannot be ignored it I clearly unjust in this situation. The feeling

seems to be that a-better solution .for these respondellis would be to change
c:*

the law, but since it has not been changed they .find it difficult to either

approve or disaliprove of Heinz. Perhaps they would favor chang4; the law

. according to established procedures..

Stage 6: Universal ettLical principle orientation.

Pro: Where th'e choice must be made betwegn disobeying the law and.
saving a human life, the Iligher principle of preserving life makes
it morally right--not just understandable--to steal the drug.

Con: There are so many cases of cancer today that with any new
drpg cure, I'd assume that the drug would be scarce and that
there wouldn't be enough to go arouna to eVerybody. The right
course of action can only he the one which is consistent to all
people concerned. Heinz ought to act, not according to'what is
legal in this case, but according tip what he conceives an ideal
just person would do in this situation.18

At the *age § level orreasoning, both answers are quick to affirm tha
I,

position lhat the law may be disobeyed if-a higher principle is involved.

The position taken is justified on the basis of a universal principle which

everyone can live by no matter what role they will be'called upon to play.

4.

Notice that the special relatiorithip between husband and wife gives way-at

this stage to an even more.important consideration of the supremacy of life

over property.

With the aTegiAng discusSion inland, the reader is directed to

.,..- Table."11.1411providesthedefillitionathemcpalstageswithin,elich level.

. ..

The Table provides an easyvto use guide to KohlbeTg's moral stages as a
, .

ing this,theory to his
. .

ready reference fot the scholar/critic in

yhetorical analyses.

- --------------- 1 ins4rted here

. 10

4P.



. Table 1. Definition of Moral Stages,,

P. Preconventional level -

At this levet, the child is responsive .to cultural rules and labels of good and, had right or
%Won% but interprets these labels either in terms of the physical or the hedonistic conseotiences
of actton (punishment. reward. exchange of favors) oti in terms of the physical po-(4er of those

.9 who enunciate the rules and labels. The level is divided into the following two stages: ,

Stage 1: The punishment-and-obedience orientation. The physical consequences of action
determine its goodness or badness, regardless , of the human meaning or value of these
COOscquenraes. Avoidance4i1 punishment and unquestioning deference to poWiher are valued in
their own tieht. not in terms of respect foe an underlying moral order supported by punishment
end authority (the latter being Stair 41..

Stase 2: 'The instrunicnt.d.relatirist orientation_ Right action consists of that which
insttumentally satisfies one's own needs and occasionally the needs of others. Human relStions
are viewed in terms like those of the marketplace. Elements of fairness, of reciprocity, and of
equal 'sharing are present, but they are alwilys interpreted in a' -physic.d, pragmatic way.
Reciprocity is a matter of -you scratch my back and I'll scratch yours7 not of loyalty,
gratitude. or justice.

. .
-0(4 II. Cooventional level

At this level, maintaining the expectations of the individual's family, grout% or nation is
perceived as valuable In its own mitt% regardless of immediate and obvious consequences. The
ottitudetts nut only one of conformity to personal expectations 3od social order, bot of loyalty
to it, of actively nuintaming, supporting, and justifying the order, and of identifying with the
perSOAS or tyoup involved in it. At ihis level, there arc the following two stages:

Stage 3: The interpersonal concorclanCe or "good boy - nice girl- orientation. Good
behavior is that which plejses or helps others and is approved by them. There i; much

aconformity to stereotypical images of what is majority or "natural" behavior. Behavior is
frequentli by intention - "he means well" becomes irroortant for the first time. One-
earns approval by being "nice.- ,

Stage 4: The -law and baler" orientation. There is orientation toward authority, fixed rules,
and the maintenance of die social order. Right behavior consists of doing ene's duty, showing
respect for authortly, and rnaitltaining the given social order for its own sake.

III. Postconventional. autonomous. or principled level
At this level, there is a clear effori to define moral values and principles that have validity

and application apart Gam the authority of the groups or persons holding these principles and
apartffrom the individual's own ideetification viith these groups. This level alto has two stages:

Stage 6: The social-contract, lc9alistic orientation, generally with utilitarian overtones. Right
action tends to be defined in terIns of eeneral individual rights and standards which have been
critically exarained and'agreed upon by the whole society. There is a clear ailthareness of the-
relativism of personal vItucs and opinions and a corresponding emphasis upon procedural rules
for reacehing consert..ut Aside from what is constitutionally and democratically agreed upon,
the right is a matter of personal "values" and "opinion." The resultis an emphasis upon the.
'legal point of.view." but with an emphasis uporyhe possihility of changing law in terms of
rational consider4tiens of social utility (rather than freezing it in terms of Stage 4 "law and
Ordi-1"). Outside the legal realm . free agreement and contract is the binding element of ,
obligation. This is the "official" morality of the Airier ican yoveinment and constitution.

Stage 6: The unirersal.ethical-pranesple orientation. Right is defined by the decision of
COnteiftsice in accor,d with self-chosen ethical principles appealing to logical comprehensivenest,
univessality. and consistency. These principles anc abstract and ethical (the Golden Rule, the
emeryirical imperative): they are not cOncrete mnral rules like the Ten-Commandments. At
heart, thew 4:re univers41 principles of justke. of the reciprocity anal equality of human nghts.

I' and 01 respect tor the dignity of human beings as incli.ridual pertons .i"F:om Is to Ought,"
.pp. 164, 165I. . ..

. 44

Reprinted from The Journal of Philosophy. October 25, 1973

s
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Kohlberg's:researc h4S.led Nom to conclude thai preconventional
_,...r_

.

4.,
il
1

moral reasoni#g is ;4 fvei of mo t children under the age of nine. N.

1, .

:. Some adolesqents 1? reason at tiUs level. Further, more iecent-studies

. , p.

have led Um tei.: criminal offenders' reasoning, both adolescent

and adult; at 41. Mbsti 'ado scentwand adults in our society and
'

, ,f' 41

other cuituresieppet:aie- at the cbnventional level. The'postoonventional
.,, .

- A : , \

level;f attain'ed by'only a minbxity of adults and .is lenerally not-\reached

I
/

..

until a tev age twenty.
19 KoOerg points out'that "alwpst all' individuals

,.

4 .

manifest:More
..,

than 50 perCent of responses at a single Stage with the rest
(I_ .rA.

of the, rsOnses atfadjacent stageS."20
,

, 411

.

Vdiscusaion ofKohlberg's moral stages, Jack R. Fraenkel points

out.KO 44's belief "that.the siX stages-are un4kersal, hold true in all
. .

4
?//

culture6' And that' each stage represents a level of reasoning higher than
,

1

the one-immediately preceding it.
"21

Kohlberg states "We Claim. . . that

eachiihigher stage of reasoning is a more adequate-way of resolving moral

pioble.ms 'judged by moral-philosphic criteria."22

App1i0 ion of the Stages,

t the application,of Kohlberg's Moral Development Theory to the teaching

i 1.
V. ' 'I;

of.Wrzt, g and literature necessitates some attentiotglp an underlying ibsue.

Some people .wbuld argue that the schoola have no"Awsiness teaching morality
. ,

or moral values. We can agree in part...md disagree in part.with this

.
,

. %

.charie. The schoola'probably should nalinvolveNphemselves directly in .

O

,
.I, .

..

te1aohitng specific moral \rallies, and yet we all know that aS teachers we

cannot always -clearly distinguish our own values from,the subject matter.

Avt,ipore importantly, the business,of education is to provide our.studente

with the mental equipmpnt they need to-be'able to cope with the challenges

,1

A

4 ,
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ofliving in ou'r societY. The vse'of Kohlberes Theory in thi classrod6
. ..,

.
, X

.

. is. intehded to,provide the students *ith an.understanding of,the 'thought -,
,

. .,

.

4

Y.

pro-cessas*employect o justify certain4'cisions. As Kohlberg has staeedt.-
,

'Whether-we like iror,notischodling isasmorart enterprise. Values. tsvues
.

.

23 .

'zabound intheicontent andjprpt'ess.og teachinge" Clea4Y, the schools are.

involved:in teaaing:moralit'y, and,tbe gse of Kahlberg's approachoii de-
. - .t %.A.

:signed to'emnhaiaie-the underitand&g.of the.thdilght processes employed
. -

in makiag moi'd1 decisions. To'the 19ctent Kahlbefg has vailaa'ted the step-

Wise progression fa individaa.la through the stage's of moral devei6Pment,

. .

this approach can
,

serve to enhance the student's moral reasoning developtent.
.

. ,---
41 :

,

Further jtistification for pursuing moral development comes from th4
. r

;
.

inCreased Concern -for mo.'k ity..demonstrated by our society. Roger, Brown
., . .

pnd Richard J. Herrnstein,report:

In fact, Since Kohlberg Started his.work, America has changed*

from a society in rather stable equilibrium to a.society that-'.

is, aS newspapers like to say, rent by donflict. The result,

is that thinking people have been driven beyond conformity to
what exists, ta try to.find- some widly-acceptablegtound on
Whichestablished practices can be:either defended or altered.
In effect, we.have moved into a great age of moral YeasonAg,
aewe did.duringthe Civil War and the 'American Revolutión,

which were also.times of massive conflict in the norms of the

society as a4whole. Today's newspapers,.books,,magatines, and,
television programs are all filled withmoral arguments; not

primarily aboutysex oF Swearing, but about othet matters. And .

it is inevitable"that_the socioy will seek to understand'what

..fit can of this processes.

,So w e' can see that society is ihowing increased interest ih morality and

.-, educators 'and schoola are intringically related-to "the process of under-

standing moral. values. Wg believe that teachers of comPasition and

communication are in a natural discipline for the application of Kohlberg's

theory to the societal concern with morality.

Kohl erg's method involves the use of dilemmas to stimulate Class

discussion believe the use of dilemmas can aid class discussion,'but
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.extend their application to written assikhments, ork.repdrts;- speeches,
.

and the analyses of literature. To initiate discussion, the instructor

/

_Way pose'a dilemma
t

to the -class for their responses, 'The teacher shoUid

be able to identify the stage of moral- reaning indieated'i)y each re-

,

;

12

sponse and help lead the'discussion toward higher 'levels of Teasoning ,

' through the%se of probing questions. The written asligmment following

.

this discussion would.ask the students to sent their responses to the '

dilemma usiag what.they lieve to be the most

- /
'assessment by the instructor of the.assignments

valid reasoning.

would be based

The

pAmerily

'on the lucid expression of-the reasoning but coad'also consider the stage
,

of reasoning. employed and pose some questions designed to edcourage the
t

student to.coasider ^the neact higher stage of.reasoning.. But the grade

shoUld not be equated to the stage of reasoning employed, rather it 4hould :

be based on the quality of the communication regardlesS of the 'stage or

moral reasoning demonstrated.

Later class assignments could encourige.the student to develop and
--

present original dilemmas. The'students' dilemmas cdad then be the basis

for class discussion and further wrlting assignmeAts. 'The atteation of the

class could.then t;e directed toward examples of literature in which the

students are asked to identify the moral dilemma or dilemmas posed by

the literature, to evaluate the characters' responses to those dilemmas,

and to discuss the studeat's iesponse to the dilemma.

The approach we recommend is not 'currently being employed tb the

extent we recommend by,any department or lustitution'of which we have

knbwledge. 'There have ber isolated-experiments with various aspects of

this system arouad the United Stages;
,
but no concerted or concentrated

effort has yet appeared. Some English teachers have tried using somd

0

dilemmas in class with a certain degree of succes'e. Thewe have been a
s
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few examples of socialAstudies teachers uSing the dilemmas for clAss dis-
,

.
, .

,

cussipn, load we know of-one'case of an effort to evaluate literature using .

'this method.
25

i!.ut we recommend not a pieceideal approach, rather a multi-
. .

-,pronged use of dilemmas and litetature evaluqtion.to endourage our students

- to understand and progress in 'their Moral reasoning. -

We can offer a sample.dilemma for use in pirsuing our recommendation:

The CAse of Stiaron.

S ron and her best friehd Jill are shopping when Jill wants
-

t 'try on a blouse. Emerging from a dressing room4-Jill catches

. Sharan's eye indicates she is wearing the blouse, then leaves
the store without a worth- A few minutes later, store personnel.

and a security officer appraach Sharon. A clerk says either

Sliaran or her friend.has taken the blodse; phe manager wants to °

prosecute..'"What's the name of the girl you were with'?" the

security officer asks. "If you don't tell us, you can be charged

wititthe'crime or with aiding the person who committed the crime."

Should Sharon.give Jill's name to.the offieer?26 .

Conclusion

We hope that this discussion of Kohlberg's Theory and its applies-
.

tipn
.

to the-classroom will stimulate further investigation into moral

reSsoni:g and the use of motal dilemmas for written and oral assign-
4,

ments. Certainly, we encourage everyone who considers adoOting this

approach to delve more deeply into the research reports of Kohlberg's

work that are available. '

We turn to Lawrence Kohlberg for"our final .word of advice:

Knowing that someone's thinking.is moral stage 2 is not to

say"tirt that.person does not think or act morally; it.is

to.recognize his sense of right and,fairness as stage 2.

To understand a person's stage 2 reasoning"helps us to
understand his point of view, to put ourselves in that

person's place and see the world through his eyes. We

Sometimes labelthe stage 2 way of thinking "instrumental

egoism," but this does not.mean'that stage 2 individuals .

care nothing for other people or have no sense of fairness:

t
It means, rather, that their concern for others is limited .

by the notion that people basically.have to look out for

themseiVes in this world, so that good-relations are based

on traide-offs.27
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SO while.we recognize higher,levels .of reaSoning; 'we need to be

careful that we do not evaluate the individual unfairly because his level

45f reasoning has.not yet develokied tb a stage we approve.
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